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	This book discusses the design and implementation aspects of ultra-low power biosignal acquisition platforms that exploit analog-assisted and algorithmic approaches for power savings.The authors describe an approach referred to as “analog-and-algorithm-assisted” signal processing.This enables significant power consumption reductions by implementing low power biosignal acquisition systems, leveraging analog preprocessing and algorithmic approaches to reduce the data rate very early in the signal processing chain.They demonstrate savings for wearable sensor networks (WSN) and body area networks (BAN), in the sensors’ stimulation power consumption, as well in the power consumption of the digital signal processing and the radio link. Two specific implementations, an adaptive sampling electrocardiogram (ECG) acquisition and a compressive sampling (CS) photoplethysmogram (PPG) acquisition system, are demonstrated.
	
			
				First book to present the so called, “analog-and-algorithm-assisted” approaches for ultra-low power biosignal acquisition and processing platforms;
	
				Covers the recent trend of “beyond Nyquist rate” signal acquisition and processing in detail, including adaptive sampling and compressive sampling paradigms;
	
				Includes chapters on compressed domain feature extraction, as well as acquisition of photoplethysmogram, an emerging optical sensing modality, including compressive sampling based PPG readout with embedded feature extraction;
	
				Discusses emerging trends in sensor fusion for improving the signal integrity, as well as lowering the power consumption of biosignal acquisition systems.
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Great Events From History: The 20th Century, 1941-1970Salem Press, 2007
This is a unique resource: Nothing is comparable with this much depth or numbers that covers so many 20th century events.??AAGreat Events from History: The Twentieth Century, 1941-1970??AA, is the ninth installment in Salem Press' ongoing ??AAGreat Events from History??AA series. This six-volume set contains 1,112 essays on more than 1,100...
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HBase Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and implement successful patterns to develop scalable applications with HBase


	About This Book

	
		Design HBase schemas for the most demanding functional and scalability requirements
	
		Optimize HBase's handling of single entities, time series, large files, and complex events by...
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Algorithmic Graph Theory and Perfect Graphs (Computer science and applied mathematics)Academic Press, 1980

	Algorithmic Graph Theory and Perfect Graphs, first published in 1980, has become the classic introduction to the field. This new Annals edition continues to convey the message that intersection graph models are a necessary and important tool for solving real-world problems. It remains a stepping stone from which the reader may embark on one...
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Unity 2D Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	2D games aren't just fun to play, with this book they're a blast to develop. That's because the guide takes you through every step of creating a fully featured platform game using Unity 4.3, easily and imaginatively.


	Overview

	
		Build a 2D game using the native 2D development support in Unity...
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Learning PHP, MySQL, and JavaScript: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Dynamic Websites (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
If you know HTML, this guide will have you building interactive websites quickly. You'll learn how to create responsive, data-driven websites with PHP, MySQL, and JavaScript, regardless of whether you already know how to program. Discover how the powerful combination of PHP and MySQL provides an easy way to build modern websites complete with...
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ActionScript: Your visual blueprint for creating interactive projects in Flash CS4 ProfessionalVisual, 2009
Visual learners can get up and running quickly on ActionScript programming skills for Flash CS4

If you're a programmer who learns best when you see how something is done, this book will have you up and running with ActionScipt in no time. Step-by-step, two-page lessons show you the core programming foundations you must master to...
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